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Abstract

In recent times, code-mixing has become prevalent in
social networking as people communicate in multiple
languages. This is become a trend and is significantly
popular especially in multilingual countries. This has
led to the generation of large code-mixed text having
useful topics of information dispersed. However, it is
very challenging as the code-mixed social media text
suffers from its associated linguistic complexities. The
main focus of this work is discovery of latent topics in-
dicating useful information from code-mixed social me-
dia text overcoming the barriers of random language
switch. We evaluate the resulting topic aspect clusters
on standard lexical semantic evaluation tasks and show
that our method produces substantially better semantic
representations than code-mixed counter parts.

Introduction

Communication over social networking forums has become
indispensable for users as they actively use it for routine
communication. With the growing popularity of social me-
dia, recent research has concentrated on English chat data or
on multilingual data where mixing occurs at sentence level.
However, increasing large volumes of code-mixed messages
contain useful information dispersed in high dimensional
unstructured text. The task of discovering the significant in-
formation from such data is challenging due to the following
inherent characteristics of code-mixed data:
• Short and long length messages: Social media code-mixed

text comprises of informal communication with random
mix of words in different languages in short and long mes-
sages, thereby distributing semantics across varied vocab-
ulary.

• Noisy: The chat style of communication involves use of
slang and ungrammatical words (Dhuliawala, Kanojia,
and Bhattacharyya 2016).

• Codemixing at different levels of code-complexity:Code-
Mixing in social media text occurs with random mix of
words in different languages measured by the codemixing
index measure (Das and Gambäck 2014) based on the
number of languages participating in mixing.
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• Language Detection: Since codemixed data consists of
mix of words occurring in different languages, semantic
interpretation of such data is possible only by identify-
ing the language in which words are written (Solorio et
al. 2014). Several explicit language identification systems
need to be used for this purpose.

Therefore, code-mixed content exhibits most of the lan-
guage related problems. At this point, it is worth noting two
points. First, though a code-mixed message contains random
mix of multiple languages in the same sentence, it still has
a valid meaning, as words in different languages refer to the
same context. Second, code-mixed social media data refer
to informal chat communication among people and thus it
contains diversity of topics that people care about. We fol-
low the claim in (Heinrich 2009) which stated that the words
occurring in the same context tend to be semantically simi-
lar. Hence, the main motivation for carrying out this research
is discovery of useful and coherent information from code-
mixed social media data spread across random mix of lan-
guages, by means of aspect semantic clusters obtained us-
ing topic modeling. Code-mixed social media content con-
tains ungrammatical words which needed pre-processing to
be done. We found Shallow parser (Sharma et al. 2016) to
be suitable for this purpose to obtain normalized output. In
this paper, we address our objective using a two-step pro-
cedure on pre-processed code-mixed data for discovering
aspect topic clusters. The first step focuses exclusively on
considering each code-mixed message as a document by
updating the core representation of the code-mixed docu-
ment in monolingual form. This paper points to the fact
that semantic interpretation of code-mix content is invari-
ant across random mix of languages and proposes a sim-
ple technique which works by leveraging knowledge from
multilingual lexicographic semantic resource called Babel-
Net(Navigli and Ponzetto 2012) for incorporating monolin-
gual representation. Second, in order to retrieve useful latent
aspects of topic clusters, our proposed approach attempts to
use unsupervised probabilistic topic models.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion 2 presents related work; Section 3 describes our pro-
posed model; Section 4 gives implementation details; Sec-
tion 5 presents experimental results and Section 6 states con-
clusion.
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Related Work

Recently code-mixing has been popularly observed on so-
cial networking forums. India is a multilingual country.
Across 29 states with over 22 official languages, millions
of people communicate over social networks for routine
tasks. Such high level of language diversity encourages
frequent code-mixing in social media context. In general,
multilingual social media users communicate in two lan-
guages. In (Sharma, Choudhury, and Vyas 2014), the analy-
sis of code-mixed bilingual English-Hindi data showed sig-
nificant amount of code-mixing and proved that most of
the active users on Facebook are bilingual.However, con-
text in the code-mixed data is shared across random oc-
currence of words across different languages.(Harris 1954)
stated distributional hypothesis structure which says that the
meaning of a word is based on the context shared by the
words which co-occur. Therefore, we performed the sur-
vey of work related to language identification at the word-
level. (Solorio et al. 2014) contributes to the first shared
task on language identification in code-switched social me-
dia twitter data which included data from four language pairs
namely Modern Standard Arabic-Dialectal Arabic (MSA-
DA); Mandarin-English (MAN-EN), Nepali-English (NEP-
EN), and Spanish-English (SPA-EN). The evaluation results
with the lowest F-measure of the task showed that language
identification at token level is more difficult when the lan-
guages present are closely related as in MSA-DA. In our
case, the semantics present in the underlying context of
code-mixed communication is expressed across random oc-
currences of code-mixed words. Also, the use of machine
translators is very challenging and not feasible as the volume
of the data is large, inconsistent and translation is required
to be done at the word-level. Common methods using paral-
lel or comparable corpora for machine translation, does not
work for code-mixed social media data due to the gap in
terminology, domain mismatch and unavailability of train-
ing data for various combination of languages. To address
these shortcomings, we propose language independent rep-
resentation of code-mixed messages. Using a shallow parser
(Sharma et al. 2016), our proposed approach first addresses
noise elimination and need for normalization. We augment
each code-mixed word with its semantic complement repre-
sented in corresponding languages used for random mixing
in the code-mix content, thereby dropping the language bar-
rier. For this purpose, we leverage knowledge from BabelNet
(Navigli and Ponzetto 2012) as it provides the same concept
expressed in many different languages. BabelNet 3.6 is a
wide-coverage multilingual semantic network created from
integration of both lexicographic and encyclopedic cover-
age of terms. The integration is performed by an automatic
linking method and lexical gaps are filled with the aid of
machine translation. As a result, multilingual concepts and
named entities are connected with numerous semantic rela-
tions and are provided with as many as 14 million entries
called Babel synsets. Such multilingual synsets offer syn-
onyms in range of different languages representing a given
meaning. In our work we chose HTTP RESTful Java API of
BabelNet v3.6 which covers 271 languages and is obtained
from automatic integration of WordNet, Open Multilingual

WordNet, Wikipedia, Omega Wiki, Wikitionary and Wiki-
data. As we are interested in using large collection of code-
mixed chat documents and deriving useful aspects of text in
the form of clusters of similar themes together regarded as
topics; so we use unsupervised topic model. Such clusters
offer useful information of significant topic aspects from so-
cial media communication to the administrator or end user.
To meet our objective, we used Probabilistic Latent Seman-
tic Analysis (pLSA) (Hofmann 1999) and Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003) as they are
highly recommended unsupervised topic modeling methods
for this purpose.

Our Proposed Work

We first present how we addressed random occurrence of
words in a code-mixed message. In order to automatically
deal with words occurring in different languages in the code-
mixed text input, we construct augmented sets by directly
obtaining semantic interpretations of words in the form of
synsets from BabelNet in the corresponding language used
in mixing. But for each code-mixed word it resulted in re-
trieval of large number of synsets. This is due to all the
possible multilingual synonyms assigned at the word level.
Therefore, for correct semantic interpretation we had to en-
sure that the synsets are mapped based on the part of speech
(POS) tags and the complement language used for code-
mixing. Such synsets in the form of augmented sets ad-
dressed the monolingual vocabulary across languages.

The Code-mixed Word Augmentation Process

Since our aim is language independent representation of
codemixed chat messages, we treat each message inde-
pendently and divide it into stream of words.Given col-
lection of codemixed messages in |L|languages where
L={l1, l2, l3,..., ll} is set of languages in which code-mixing
has occurred. The codemixed message collection is denoted
as M =mL

1 ,m
L
2 ,m

L
3 ...,mL

n where n denotes number of
codemixed messages in L languages. Each code-mixed mes-
sage is represented as mL

i = xli
1 , x

li
2 , x

li
3 ..., xli

|m| where

xi∈ VL wli
i1, w

li
i2, w

li
i3, ..., w

li
iNi

is the word in the vocabu-
lary across the chat. Here, xl

i denotes the ith word in a code-
mixed corpus in a certain language li where li ∈ L and Ni

denotes number of words in the i
th

message and wij de-

notes j
th

word of the i
th

message. Our augmented code-
mixed data therefore contains the revised and extended vo-
cabulary. We found this knowledge to be beneficial to our
further employed topic models as each topic is a multino-
mial distribution over augmented sets. We propose to pro-
vide our codemixed and monolingual corpora further to two
topic models. First, we chose to use codemixed PLSA pro-
posed by (Asnani and Pawar 2016) which is based on co-
occurrence matrix for codemixed message which is modeled
on PLSA to discover topic aspects. We refer to CodeMixed
PLSA as CM-PLSA. Second, we propose to use LDA (Blei,
Ng, and Jordan 2003) for topic discovery.The codemixed
and language independent code-mixed topics across the chat
collection across respective topic clusters is given as: Z= {
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foreach w i ∈ m do
wl ← list {lang(wi), pos(wi )}
end

for i = 1 to n do
foreach t in wl do

if lang(t) = L then
SL ← synsetL(t)

else if lang(t)= L’ then
SL ← translatedSynset(t, L)

foreach synset s in SL do
if pos(s) = pos(t) then

t ← t + s
end

end

end

Algorithm 1: Code-mixed Word Augmentation Process

z1, z2, z3,..., zk }. Fig. 1 shows the sample clusters generated
by CM-PLSA for codemixed and monolingual corpora.We
have presented the augmentation process in Algorithm 1.
Input : Tagged code-mixed message,
Codemix Language1: L1,
Codemix Language2: L2
Output : Annnotated codemix message

Implementation Details

In our experiments, our proposed approach can deal with
words randomly mixed in either of the two languages Hindi
or English. We compared the models by measuring co-
herence of aspect topics. For evaluating quality of topics
we used KL-Divergence and topic coherence(UMass). We
tested with different number of topics z and compared topic
aspect clusters of the same size.

Dataset Used

We performed experiments on FIRE 20141(Forum for IR
Evaluation) for shared task on transliterated search. This
dataset comprises of social media posts in English mixed
with six other Indian languages.The English-Hindi corpora
from FIRE 2014 was introduced by (Das and Gambäck
2014). It consists of 700 messages with the total of 23,967
words which were taken from Facebook chat group for In-
dian University students and it contained 63.33% of tokens
in Hindi. The code-mixing percentage for English-Hindi
corpus was as high as 80% due to the slang used in two lan-
guages randomly during the chat. We then used POS tagger
by (Petrov, Das, and McDonald 2011) to obtain POS tag of
each word.

1http://www.isical.ac.in/ fire/

Experimental Results

Measuring Topic Quality by Topic Distinctiveness

The Kullback Leibler (KL) divergence measure (Johnson
and Sinanovic 2001) is a standard measure for comparing
distributions. We applied symmetrical version of KL Di-
vergence and averaged it across the topics. We analyzed
distinctiveness of the topic aspects produced by CM-PLSA
and LDA methods as we were interested in measuring the
overlap across the topics based on the co-occurrence of the
terms in multiple topic clusters and tendency for a method to
generate distinct topics from the respective code-mixed and
monolingual data. The average KL Divergence score thereby
for all the clusters was calculated and the results for values
z∈ [3, 6, 9, 12] are presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respec-
tively. The overlap in topic aspects produced by both the
methods is high for topic size z = 3 across the code-mixed
and monolingual corpora due to lower number of unique
terms across the topics. In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 we can see pat-
tern for z∈ [6, 9, 12], where it can be seen that monolingual
Hindi (Mono-Hin) corpora generates high KL-Divergence
score across both the methods due to the high probability
of unique terms and also we attribute this observation to the
fact that basic 63.33% of Hindi tokens participated in the
code complexity of the core code-mixed input. We observe
consistent drop in distinctiveness due to increasing number
of general terms that may be discriminating.

Measuring Topic Quality by Topic Coherence

We analyzed topic quality for measuring its interpretability
using UMass score, which is a pairwise score function of
the empirical probability of common words (Mimno et al.
2011). Average UMass coherence score for code-mixed and
monolingual corpora for both the CM-PLSA and LDA in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 respectively. Our results show that Augm-
CM have high UMass scores for topic size z=3, as more
of words describing the term relating to the same underly-
ing semantic are explicitly specified in the data input. The
pattern drops with increasing topic size. However, topic in-
terpretability is more stable for different number of topics
z∈ [3, 6, 9, 12]. It is relatively on the higher side for Mono-
Eng and Mono-Hin data forms of the corpora showing better
topic quality.

Conclusion

We proposed novel approach which utilizes semantic knowl-
edge freely available in external multilingual resource which
can drop the language barrier from code-mixed data result-
ing in discovery of useful topic aspects. Our evaluation re-
sults conclude that our approach is effective in generating
highly distinctive aspect topic clusters where aspect clusters
inferred from monolingual representation of data are con-
sistently coherent as compared to those obtained from their
core code-mixed counterparts.
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